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· An impression that persists in my mind 

is how things change in science and yet 
remain the same. I was brought np on the 

wave theory, which postulated a tlword

ical ether in which light wan·s trn\'cll·ll. 

Then along came someone with the photon 

theory, and we were baek to Newton's 

corpuscular theory. Ilowc\'er, we cont_Lime 

to do our calculations on the basis of the 

wave theory. 
Figure 1 illustrates the electromagnetic 

spectrum, which is a continuum. At one 

end arc the cosmic rays, measured in a 
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The author discusses the effect of both 

natural and man-made electromagnetic 

radiation upon the eye, particularly with 

reference to the pathologic condition pro

duced by each band of radiation, 

fraetion of an angstrom; at the other end 

arc eommerl'ial long radio waves, meas

ured in kilometers. In between are various 

wa\'l'lengths of electromagnetic radiation 

including the gamma rays, X-rays, ultra

,·iolct light, ,·isiblc light, infrared, micro

wa\'es ( radio and radar), television, and 

frcqnenl')' and amplitude modulated radio. 

\\'hen we speak of wa\'clength, we are 

n·ally speaking of the frequency which is 
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fig. I .-The electromagnetic' specl~um. 

rekited to the energy content of the photon. 

One thing is common to all wavelengths: 

when the photon is absorbed, heat is liber

ated, and the damage which is done by this 

heat depends on the transparency of the 

tissues to the particular wavelength, the 

density of Yarious tissues ( causing some 

tissues to absorb more photons than 

others), the energy of the photon and the 

degree to which the various tissues are 

cooled hv the blood. 

Figur~s 2 through 7 show the relative 

transparency and opacity of the globe to 

\'arious Wa\'l'lcngths. The globe is essen

tially per\'ious to cosmic rays and gamma 

rays as well as to X-rays. 

Cosmic ra\'s, which man has not yet 

been ahlc to· duplicate, arc a natural phe

nomenon to which the hody has adaptc>d 

since the beginning of life; they ha\'c no 

discernible eff cct on the eye. 

Gamma rays are somewhat absorbed by 

the eye and produce the greatest effect OJ. 

the cornea and the lens-two structurei 

that are denser than the rest of the eye 

and that are not cooled by circulation. Th 

cornea is a bit more resistant than the len 

since it is cooled by evaporation of tea, 

Again, natural radiation is no hazard. M, 

by means of the atm'n homh, however, I 

managed to produce gamma rays in a 

preciable quantities, but they have been 

small problem as far as the eye is cc 

cerned because any quantity of gam 

rays that will injure the eye usually is f, 

to the whole organism. 

X-rays have exactly the same pattern 

absorbability as gamma rays ( Fig. 7); 

again, man has learned to produce X-r 

in large quantities so that they can b 

definite hazard, although the natural 

rays which originate in various interst 
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spaces, presumably from neutron stars, 
present no danger. Usually, the disease 
produced in the eye by X-rays is cataract, 
which appears as a disc-shaped opacity at 
the posterior pole, of ten surrounded by 
powder-like opacities and sharply demar
cated from the rest of the lens ( Fig. 8). 
Later, dot-like opacities, vacuoles and 
opaque striae appear under the anterior 
capsule, forming a dense white disc which 
has been described as abestos-like ( Fig. 9). 

The gamma and X-rays released by the 
atom bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

produced 45 cases of radiati.on cataract in 
persons who were sufficiently shielded from 
whole body radiation so as to survive. All 
of them were cpilated by the radiation and 
several suffered radiation sickness. 

Other structures of the eye are sensitive 
to radiation if it is sufficiently intense. It is 
important to protect the eye whenever 
tumors of the head are irradiated. 

The short ultraviolet rays are absorbed 
almost entirely on the surface of the eye 
and pathologic lesions are therefore limited 
to the surface of the eye. The natural 

Fig. 2. Hertzian, Including 
radar; 

Fig. 3, Long infrared. Fig. ,. Short infrared. 

Fig. S. Vlail,le and long 
ullrawlalef, 

fig. 6. Short ullrawiolel. 

figs. 2-7.-l'ermeol,ili17 of 1he •1• lo eledromognelic rodiollon. 

Fig. 7. Coamlc, gommo and 
1C-ro,a. 
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Fig. 8.-Ear y changes in radiation cataract. Patient hod 

6,000 r thre years previously for metastatic carcinomo of 

the choroid in both eye,. 

Fig. 9.-Cataroct coused by radiation; late stage showing 

asbestos-like opacitie,. 

ultraviolelt radiation affects the eye only in qufintities of ultraviolet radiation were 
um1sual circumstances-primarily those produced by the atom bombs but the pro-
producin snow blindness. The Eskimo duction of the ultraviolet as well as the 
learned I protect themselves against this infrared light was spread over a period of 
hazard b means of sunglasses made from three or four seconds, allowing the exposed 
pieces of wood or bone in which they cut persons plenty of time to close their eyes. 
slots. Th , fit the apparatus over the eyes Consequently,_ there were !}O_ cases of 
thereby rotecting them from all light corneal fojury reported at Hiroslimia or 
exce~ tllat necessary for seeing. More Nagasaki. 
sophisticated people use sunglasses, some Visible light and the long ultraviolet 
of which are good protection from ultra- rays not only arc admitted to the eye be-
Yiolct ligl, ,..... but others are useless. There cause the cornea is transparent to them, 
is a spec al· glass made for this purpose but they are actually focused by the cornea 
which is t sed for welding goggles. Pcriodi- and lens. This may present a special hazard 
cally, ho,, ever, people who fail to use this to the eye under certain circumstances be-
protection presen\ themselves for an ex- cause radiation entering the eye is con-
amination 12 or 14 hours after exposure centrated on a point of focus on the retina 
with pain ul, sandy eyes and considerable ( Figs. 4 and 5). Since the eye is designed 
conjunctiv I infection. There may or may to sec by visible light, this ordinarily does 
not be flu resccin stippling of the cornea. not present a problem. Natural light is well 

_ The condipon usually subsides in about tolerated by the eye and man-made light 
six hours and leaves no residue. Theoreti- has been no great hazard. Injury, however, 

. cally, one ~ould sustain sufficient radiation is produced by excessive amounts of in-
. damage by ultraviolet light to cause ne- frarcd and ultraviolet radiation concomi-

crosis of thi cornea, but this is rare. Large·~ tant with intense visible light. The Klieg 
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Fig. 10.-Glaublower's calaract. Disc-shaped Raky opacily 
in the poslerior cortex. 

eye, for example, was common in Hollywood when the film emulsions were slow and the movie sets had to be lighted by high-powered arc Jights. The laser, of course, can produce a pure beam of visible light, free of ultraviolet or infrared, in 

Fig. 12.-Distribution of radiation in the ere from a di/fuse 
source. 

Fig. 11 .-Glassblower's calaract. E~foliation of lhe super
ficial lame/la of the anterior lens capsule. 

such quantity as to explode tissue fluids into steam. 
A person exposed to the infrared light from a furnace may develop the "glassblower's cataract," with posterior cortical opacities (Fig. 10). Later, the anterior lamella of the lens comes off and dangles in the anterior chamber ( Fig. 11). In this type of cataract, the s_ite of damage is not determined by the tissue with greatest absorption but rather by the point of greatest intensity of the radiation, which is in the lens, when the source is a large surface such as the molten glass in a furnace (Fig. 12). 

The one natural hazard of visible and infrared light is eclipse watching; 247 people suffered eye damage during tlie eclipse of July 20, 196:3. Figure 13 shows the result: the retina has heen burned over the macular area, with the white spots a characteristic sign. Steady fixation can even cause a hole in the macula, where the beat is concentrated on such a small area that the retina is completely destroyed. This 
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fig. 13.-fncl reiull of a case of eclipse blindness six years 

after exposure. 

hazard does not occur except during an 
eclipse, because ordinarily when the full 
disc of the sun is seen, there is so much 
light entering the eye that it is unable to 
tolerate the intense light, and the lid closes 
almost involuntarih-. However, in the 
edipse the total an;ount of radiation hit
ting the eye is much diminished because of 
the partial cowring of the sun by the 

Fifi. 14.-lvrulv, mowin11 mocvlo, sea,. 

moon; but that part which is still exposed 
emits just as intense a radiation of photons 
per square meter as the entire solar disc, 
and retinal burn can be sustained. 

Figure 14 illustrates a condition which I 
observed in a patient who had been an 
electrician before he became a lawyer; so 
when a fuse burned out he felt he was 
competent to search out the trouble. Lack
ing the proper equipment, he rigged up a 
trouble light with a socket, two wires and 
a light bulb, which happened to be an 
old-fashioned 200 watt clear bulb. With 
this equipment he started to test the fuses 
and accidentally came across a 220 volt 
circuit. The filament of the bulb vaporized 
with a flash of heat that he felt on his face. 
Several clays later, while lighting a cigar, 
he closed his )cf t eye to protect it from the 
smoke of the cigar and noted that he could 
not see with the right eye. He recalled that 
he had been smoking a cigar while he was 
testing the fuses, and had also closed the 
left eye to protect it from the smoke, thus 
exposing only the right eye to the infrared 
radiation of the burning-out bulb. 

There arc two kinds of electric light fila
ments: the old-fashioned single coil, which 
is arranged in the bulb in a three-quarter 
circle, and the newer, more efficient type 
which is double coiled and is placed in the 
bulb in a straight line. The bulb which the 
patient used was the old-fashioned type 
( Fig. 15). 

Figure 16 supplies an analysis of the 
energy distribution of this type of filament. 
On the right, viewed flat-on, the amount 
of energy per millimeter of filament seems 
constant; the same filament viewed almost 
edgewise shows considerable concentra
tion of energy at two points. The patient's 
retinal hum was a negative image of this 
cJl('rgy. Two iutensdy pigmented areas 
were prcst'nt which. n•prcsented the two 
extremities of the filament image .. They 
were connected by a band of lesser pig-
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mcntation representing the rest of the fila
ment, the whole thing being surrounded 
by a halo of scattered energy. 

Still longer wavelengths have a narrow 
band absorbed at the surface ( Fig. 3). Be
yond is the region of microwave radar and 
microwave diathermy ( Fig. 2). This type 
of radiation also aff ccts the lens of the eye, 
producing feather-like opacities which are 
based on the sutures of the lens ( Fig. 17). 1 
This microwave energy, however, is se- · 
lcctively absorbed by muscle tissue, so 
that it is possible to cook the ciliary body 
with this energy, if the exposure is suffi
ciently intense. 

Even longer wavelengths are harmless 
to the eye, since the wavelength is so much 
greater than the intermolecular spacing of 
the tissues that there is no absorption ( Fig. 
2). It must be noted that these frequencies 
are used for long-wave diathermy, but not 
as radiation; they are used as a high-fre
quency alternating current which passes 
directly through the tissues. 

The question. might be posed: what is 
the practical application of the foregoing 
discussion? Practically, knowledge is 
power. It is impossible, of course, ordinar
ily, to warn an atom bomb victim that he 
must avoid looking at the bomb, unless his 
eyes are protected by very dense protective 
lenses. Nor is it possible to protect the vic
tim into whose eye a laser beam is shot 
from a long distance. People who work 
with lasers know how much energy is con
tained in the beam and arc well aware 

fl9. J 6.-Enera1 anal1tl• of old 111'• tllament. 

fig. J 5.-0ld sl1I• single coil, and new slrle double coil, 
lilomenlt. 

.o., ........ _..o .•.• 
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fig. r 7.-Caforocf in a dog caused by microwave diathermy. 
There is a rosette in the anterior cortex. 

that it is a potent and harmful form of 
radiation. 

There are, however, people who think 
that light from a welding arc is harmless 
unless they look at it directly, and periodi
cally one sees a patient who, while assisting 
a welder, had very carefully turned his eyes 
away from the arc but nc\'crthdcss got a 
welding keratitis, or flash, because his 
corneas were still exposed to the ultraviolet 
radiation of the arc. 

Or we may nm into the situation, such 
as I obsc1Ted, in which a bookkeeper in a 
city garage worked at his desk in the office 
unmindful of the fact that there was a 
welding station just outside his door. He 
could not see the welders and thought 
nothing of occasional flashes of light that 
mtercd the room, since they did not strike 
him. 1-Iowe\'er, there happened to be a 
window in the wall in front of him and he 
got enough ultra\"iolet reflected off this 
window, da\' in and day out, so that when 
I saw him J{e had a tn;ical welder's kernti
tis. 

L 

· \Ve have much reason to warn a man 
who works with a furnace that he must 
protect his eyes from infrared radiation. 
The insurance companies do a good job of 
making sure that he is supplied with the 
proper goggles, but we may run into a 
freak case such as I clescribecl here where 
a person is unexpectedly exposed to infra
red light with resulting damage to the eye. 

And, lastly, we must not forget that the 
man who walks in front of a radar dish is 
being subjected to very powerful and dan
gerous radiation; nor may we forget that 
overdose of X-rays, therapeutic ultraviolet, 
or microwave diathermy can do damage, 
not only to the eye, but also to other parts 
of the body. 

Summary 
The effect of electromagnetic radiation 

upon the eye is discussed, and the type 
of ptlthologic disease caused by each band 
of radiation is indicated. Also presented is 
a case of damage to the retina, with central 
scotoma, due to the vaporization of an 
incandescent lamp filament by overvolt
age. 

Acknowledgements: Figures 2 through 7, 12, 13 
and 17 arc from Sir Stewart Duke-Eider's Textl1ook 
of Opl1tl111/1110/ogy, Vol. 6. London: Henry Kimpton, 
1'11hlishcr. Figures 8, 9 and 10 arc from Frederick 
Cordes' manual Cataract Types, 4th eel. American 
Academy of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngolob'Y, 
19Gl. Figure 11 ( reproduced from Cataract Types) 
is from J.uharsh and Ilcnke's llmullmc1i der spezlellen 
patlw/ogisclicn A11atomie 111111 1/istulogie, Vol. 11-1. 
Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1937, p. 234. 

Resumen 
Sc extiende al autor sobre el efecto de la 

radiacion elcctromagnctica sobre el ojo, y 
sobrc el tipo <le lesion proclucicla por cacla 
1111a de las bandas de racliacion. Tambien 
prcsenta un caso de lesion <le la retina, 
debido a la vaporizacion dcl filamento de 
1111a ](unpara incamlcsccnte por cxccso de 
voltaje. 
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Zusammenf assung 
Die Wirkung elektromagnetischer Strah

lung auf das Auge wird erortert, und die 
Art krankhaftcr Veriindenmgen, die dureh 
jedes Strahlenband hervorgerufen wird, 
wird angcgeben. Wciterhin wird ein Fall 
von Netzhautschiidigung mit zentralem 
Skotom dargestellt; die Schiidigung wurde 
dureh Verdampfung des Fadcns eincr 
weissghihcnden Lampe infulgc erhi>hter 
Spannung hervorgerufen. 

Riassunto 
Vengono discussi gli effetti delle radia

zioni elcttromagnetiche sugli occhi c i vari 
tipi. di malattia ocularc che conscguono a 

ogni varicta di radiazioni. Viene presentato 
anche un caso di lesione retinica, con seo
toma centrale, dovuta ai vapori di una 
lampada a ineandcseenza con supervolt
aggio. 

Resume 
L'elfet de la radiation clcctromagnctique 

sur Jes yeux est discutc ct le trouble 
pathologique cause par chaque radiation 
est indiquc. L'auteur prcscnte ace sujet un 
cas de lesions de la rctine, avcc scotome 
central, df1es a la vaporisation <l'un filament 
d'une lampc incandcsccnte sous un voltage 
surcharge. 
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